
III. Fill other vocabulary connected with beds to the sentences below.

make the bed bunk bed
double bed twin beds

1 When booking a hotel room for two people, you can 

ask either for a ....................... (one wide bed for two 

people) or for ....................... (two separate beds).

2 In children rooms and in youth hostels, you can 

sometimes find a ......................., which consists of 

two beds, one on top of the other. You climb to the 

upper bed by a short ladder.

3 You should ....................... in the morning to keep 

your room neat.

English bed expressions – it’s no bed of roses*!

In the article “My Hotel, My Castle” (Bridge 01, 
2010–2011, p. 32) there are various words connected 
to bedclothes (= the coverings which you put on 
a bed). However, there is a difference between the 
way a bed looks in the Czech Republic and the way it 
looks in English‑speaking countries.

In the Czech Republic, it is common to sleep 
under a blanket or a duvet protected by a cover, 
which can be taken off and washed separately. The 
typical American sleeper will cover him/herself with 
a bed sheet, a blanket or a “comforter“ (what Brits 
call a “duvet”). Blankets are not generally wrapped in 
a cover, since most people put them directly into the 
wash when they need to be cleaned. Comforters are 
also not always wrapped in a cover, especially when 
the material they are filled with is synthetic. Nicer, or 
more expensive, comforters (with natural filling) are 
usually wrapped in a cover.

I. Match the various words (1–6) describing things you can find in bed 
with their definitions (A–F).

1 bed spread

2 blanket

3 duvet (BrE) / 
comforter (AmE)

4 bed sheet

5 flat sheet

6 pillow

A) a large thin piece of cloth you cover 
yourself with

B) a large piece of wool or similar material 
you cover yourself with

C) a large flat bag filled with feathers or 
artificial material used on cold nights to 
keep you warm

D) a large thin piece of cloth you sleep on
E) something soft you put under your head
F) a fancy cover for the whole bed, which 

is used mainly for decoration, not for 
sleeping and is removed before getting 
into bed

II. Look at the picture below, showing a typical bed in the US. Fill in the missing words (1–7).

A) bedside table 
B) bed sheet
C) flat sheet
D) pillowcase 
E) blanket
F) mattress 
G) pillow

Solutions:
I. 1F, 2B, 3C, 4D, 5A, 6E
II. 1C, 2D, 3G, 4F, 5A, 6B, 7E
III. 1) double bed, twin beds; 2) bunk bed; 3) make the bed

* it’s no bed of roses – the idiom “bed of roses” refers to a pleasant or easy 
situation. When something is “no bed of roses”, it is difficult or unpleasant.
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